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Topic of the project : Burning 
ambition 



Aims of the project
⚫  To give the definition – what does it mean 
⚫ To  make retrospective and biographical investigation 

and to compare several person– and to show and tell 
how burning ambition assisted and helped him to 
achieve the top of the mastership.

⚫  To give my own opinion and  to share with my point of 
view.



Burning ambition - definition
⚫ These  words abstract, phraseologism. It means that 

someone has a very high stimulation and motivation 
to achieve concrete aims, plan or dreams. This 
motivation call a big desire and bear  a great ambition.

⚫ Ambition -  word denoting strong desire for distinction, 
preferment, honor, political  power , fame, or the object of 
such desires, not necessarily tied to any particular goals.



Burning ambition
⚫ “There's something burning inside me that makes me want 

to be free”-words said and sang by Iron Maiden/group
⚫ Such words said with next meaning – whatever and 

whenever you can get –if you have purpose and mainly 
burning ambition-everything in your hands , mind, soul.

⚫ People say you can get it if you really want.-I think it is true
⚫ The same point of view have psychologists – every 

ambition can really activate your brain secret recourses and 
really lead and open your potential  talent (it doesn’t 
matter – whatever you do – sport , art, music , science or 
politic – everywhere your  guide will be strong ambition , 
burning inside you and opening new horizon and new 
possibilities.



Comparison
Advantage Disadvantage
⚫ Distinct  purpose  that can 

supported by strong will and 
huge desire

    Getting over   all  challenges, 
trial.

    Achieving (probably) all your 
aims, plans

    Achieving good or excellent 
result in  every deal

    

⚫ Ambition –sometimes  selfish
⚫ Brutality  
⚫ Even  aggressive behavior  

and envy  from others
⚫ Sometimes people who had 

burning ambition can crash 
with chauveni



Bright person – First 
female star of the 
Formula1,racer 

Her ambition stem with her 
possesion   and addiction to 
her  job. Now  she is a new 
star  in Brazil . But who know
May be in the nearest future 
she will be the whole world 
known celebrity  



Napoleon Bonaparte- 
the greatest emperor  
in France , whose 
burning ambition led 
him to the glory but 
also played disservice 
–he was deprived his 
crown and was  
departed  in Island of 
Saint Helene 
Napoléon Bonaparte (French 
pronunciation:  [napɔleɪˈɔ̃ bɔnaˈpart], born Napoleone 
di Buonaparte; 15 August 1769 – 5 May 1821) was 
a French military and political leader who rose to 
prominence during the latter stages of the French 
Revolution and its associated wars in Europe.
As Napoleon I, he was Emperor of the French from 
1804 to 1814 and again in 1815. He implemented a wide 
array ofliberal reforms across Europe, including the 
abolition of feudalism and the spread of religious 
toleration.[2] His legal code in France, the Napoleonic 
Code, influenced numerous civil law jurisdictions 
worldwide. Napoleon is remembered for his role in 
leading France against a series of coalitions in 
the Napoleonic Wars. He won the large majority of his 
battles and seized control of most of continental 
Europe in a quest for personal power and to spread 
the ideals of the French Revolution.[3] Widely 
regarded as one of the greatest commanders in 
history, his campaigns are studied at military 
academies worldwide. He remains one of the most 
studied political and military leaders in all of history.[



Conclusion 
⚫ Burning ambition – is a special condition when  any 

human has an absolutely innermost desire
⚫ Literally he rely  on that condition  and he also get over 

all obstacle and hindrance  easier than others 
⚫ On my opinion ambition has as advantages and 

priority as disadvantages . Advantage is that you brain 
will find all answers and decisions –how to act in any 
situations  and how to have  success. But  actually your 
talent and burning ambition will be in vain if you wont 
be working hard , wont be reflecting and thinking 
about all your steps



Conclusion
⚫ Disadvantage – selfishness  and brutality, egocentric 

behavior 
⚫ Sometimes when your ambition reached all limits – 

you success can have temporarily character
⚫ Burning ambition is a gear that lead on the top of the 

success but if it is within reasonable frame.   


